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Must see this December: The Museum of Everything, Exhibition #3
So you think museums and art gazing is not really for you? Well, we ask you to think again and take a visit to the The Museum of Everything’s latest
venture, Exhibition #3.

From its exhibition space in a former dairy and recording studio on Primrose Hill, the Museum of Everything champions the unchampioned artist, and
Exhibition #3, curated by James Brett with the help of the grandfather of British Pop art, Sir Peter Blake, is no exception.

Brett and Blake have brought together a large number of Blake’s own work, added a fascinating collection of anonymous art, curious and junk store finds
and combined with off-the-wall works from unknown and other unsung artists. Exhibition #3 “is a show about wanting to share everything”, says Blake.
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From the distorting mirrors you enter through to assemblies of Punch and Judy, the miniature fairgrounds of retired Norfolk farmer Arthur Windley,
tapestries by WWII rear gunner fighter pilots and a floor filled with the somewhat morbidly fascinating Victorian masterwork of taxidermist Walter Potter,
donated by Blake, his mate Damien Hirst and other collectors – what’s not to like?!

Every Sunday the museum also presents The Midget & Giant Film Festival featuring in their own words ’some of the strangest, most wondrous movies
ever encapsulated on celluloid’.

Voted a ‘critic choice’ for 6 weeks in a row by Time Out, The MOE’s Exhibition #3 is well worth a visit, and as good an excuse as any to
avoid Christmas shopping.

For information on Museum of Everything’s past exhibition’s on the Ooh.com blog click here

Does taxidermy freak you out and you’d rather do anything else with your weekend. Have a browse on Ooh.com for alternative inspirations,
from graffiti workshops to taste of Ghana cookery lessons.
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